In 2023 the British Library will celebrate fifty years as the national library of the United Kingdom. This publication sets out our vision for the kind of organisation we want to be by the time we reach that milestone. It describes a Library that will have transformed itself in response to the profound changes in technology, research and information services which were outlined at the beginning of this decade in our 2020 Vision, while remaining true to the Library’s founding principles and purposes.

In preparing Living Knowledge in 2015, the organisation has reflected deeply on what it means to be a national library in a digital age and what the British Library’s role is as one of the UK’s great public assets.

The British Library has a duty to preserve, store and make available content of all kinds in digital and physical formats. We know of course that there is still more to do to improve access to knowledge and cultural opportunities, in both the physical and digital realms, across the whole of the UK. We are committed to playing our part to address this gap.

This publication sets out the British Library’s ambitions for growth, innovation and development between now and 2023, and beyond. It is based on six statements of purpose; explaining how our public funding supports research, culture, education and economic prosperity, for the benefit not just of the UK but of users and partners around the world.

We are indebted to those who support the British Library through financial or other means, and to the thousands of people who use our Reading Rooms, public spaces and online services every day. The title Living Knowledge reflects the constant growth in the British Library’s collection, our contribution to the knowledge economy, and our staff’s commitment to make our intellectual heritage accessible to everyone, for research, inspiration and enjoyment.
We make our intellectual heritage accessible to everyone, for research, inspiration and enjoyment.
Eight years ago, the publication of 2020 Vision – and its accompanying strategy plan for 2011–2015, Growing Knowledge – was an influential and important moment in the evolution of the British Library. I was working in broadcasting at the time, and remember being struck by its acute analysis of the great digital shift that was transforming my own industry. The very fact of my appointment in 2012 is an indication of how sharp 2020 Vision was in its portrait of a technology revolution that blurs historic boundaries between sectors, institutions and professions.

It’s one of many tributes due to my predecessor Dame Lynne Brindley that the prospectus set out in Growing Knowledge was delivered so effectively. Since joining the Library I have had the privilege of overseeing delivery of a succession of major projects: the long-awaited move to Legal Deposit collecting of born-digital UK content, including the web; the epic programme to save the national newspaper collection and make it accessible in new ways; and the partnership with the Qatar Foundation to launch a digital portal of primary sources on Gulf history and Arabic science. None of these would have been possible without the clarity and direction of the Library’s long-term vision.

As we refresh and expand that vision now, we have set our sights a few years further into the next decade. At first sight the choice of 2023 as a planning horizon may seem a little arbitrary, but anniversaries can sometimes have real meaning, and in this case a focus on our 50th birthday as an active institution serves, among other things, as a reminder that among the family of great institutions the British Library is still surprisingly young: a child of the 1970s, a near-contemporary of Microsoft and Apple, a dynamic organisation still in some ways shaping its identity from the multiple collections and institutions that came together to form it.

The Library was born out of a courageous post-war vision to create a new kind of national institution, directly in the service of research and innovation. At its heart were and are the matchless collections inherited from the Library of the British Museum. But the genius of the Library’s founders was to combine that Enlightenment heritage with a determination to keep pace with science and research in all its forms, supporting and underpinning the whole ecology of information services in the UK.

That is why it was born with its distinctive mix of locations in the North and South of England: in Yorkshire, the National Lending Library for Science and Technology, now the Library’s document supply service, at Boston Spa in the geographical centre of the UK – truly the Library at the heart of the system; and in London, Colin St John Wilson’s remarkable, hard-won, visionary building, in a location that was questioned by early commentators but which is now quite literally at the centre of the greatest and fastest-growing concentration of research, cultural and information organisations anywhere in Europe, the Knowledge Quarter of St Pancras, Bloomsbury, Euston and King’s Cross.

If this fusion of science and culture, of old and new, of high-level research and popular engagement, was in some ways ahead of its time, that time has surely come now. The UK, in common with many developed and developing nations, is pursuing an industrial strategy that puts investment in knowledge, innovation and creativity at the heart of its recipe for sustainable, deep-rooted economic growth. Competitive success in such a world depends upon the freest possible flow of ideas, inspiration and information, and libraries – not just this one, but the whole, inter-connecting system across the UK, public and academic – are the vital enabler of that.

This short publication lays out the key strategic priorities for the British Library on its journey to its 50th anniversary and beyond, and sets them in a framework of six purposes which explain, as simply and clearly as we can, the enduring ways in which the public funding we receive helps to deliver tangible public value – in custodianship, research, business, culture, learning and international partnership.

Even more perhaps than Growing Knowledge, what follows is an ambitious prospectus for growth and continued development, driven by a vision of the British Library in 2023 as the most open, creative and innovative institution of its kind in the world. These are times of historic disruption in the whole global system of information and publication, and it seems right that the great knowledge institutions – with their historic remit to think and act with a view far into the future – should play a full part in shaping the changes that lie ahead.
The changing context

2020 Vision painted a vivid picture of what the external environment might look like at the end of the current decade. Four big themes emerged: of constant and rapid change in technology; of increasing expectations from information users and more diverse sources of provision; of a more collaborative, less linear approach to learning and scholarly communications; and of a world in which knowledge institutions will need to reinvent and reposition themselves to create efficiency and demonstrate their value.

Eight years on, all these trends continue: the pace of technology change has accelerated; the expectations of digital service quality among researchers and information users have continued to grow; and collaborative research models are increasingly the norm. But the landscape is complex: our observation of the external environment might look like at the end of the current decade. Four big themes emerged:

- The revolution in the creation, analysis and exploitation of data in all its forms continues apace, from the vast scientific and social datasets typically badged as ‘big data’ to the innovations already being derived from analysing digitised cultural content in the humanities. We are only just beginning to reshape the distinctive and dynamic roles that libraries have to play in this revolution: as curators of vast and rapidly growing collections of digitised historic items and born-digital content; as creators and analysers of new datasets; as experts in setting standards, improving data and enabling links in a complex digital landscape; and as centres for cross-disciplinary working and business innovation.

In 2015 the British Library at St Pancras became the home of the Alan Turing Institute, a major new research centre for data science and artificial intelligence backed by £42 million of public investment.

- At the same time, the idea of openness, in multiple ways, is having a profound effect on the landscape of information services and cultural provision. The Open Data movement has been influential in the unlocking of publicly-held information for analysis and re-use by researchers, businesses and the public. In academic research, the scientific community is working through the complex process of making research data discoverable and accessible. Open Access to research publications has developed faster and more extensively than many envisaged, with growing volumes of publicly-funded research made available openly on the web, and a vast range of journal content made freely available on the premises of public libraries via the Access to Research pilot.

This move to greater openness has a social and ethical dimension too, with growing consensus on the need for arts and cultural institutions to make their collections and activities open and accessible to everyone across the UK, whatever their social background or geographical location.

- Related to this is a growing interest in, and understanding of, the importance of creativity and culture as contributors to innovation, economic growth and wellbeing. Major recent programmes of study into the idea of cultural value – supported by, among others, the University of Warwick and the Arts & Humanities Research Council – have explored the systemic links between the provision of arts and culture and the wider health of society and the economy.

There is a growing body of evidence to indicate the value of libraries in this context. An economic evaluation by Oxford Economics published in 2013 found that the British Library delivers an economic value of £5 for every £1 invested and generates a net economic value of £419m for its users and UK society as a whole. The Sieghart Independent Library Report for England in 2014 highlighted the value of public libraries to local communities. The Government’s subsequent ‘Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021’ policy paper emphasised the diverse and vital outcomes that libraries deliver.

- A further insight emerging from Sieghart’s report, which our own analysis confirms, is that at a time when the provision of knowledge and culture is increasingly digital and screen-based, the value and importance of high-quality physical spaces and experiences is growing, not diminishing.

The more screen-based our lives, it seems, the greater the perceived value of real human encounters and physical artefacts: activity in each realm feeds interest in the other. For libraries in general, and the British Library in particular, this means that far from there being a simple cost-saving ‘switch-out’ from physical estates to online services, increasing investment is certain to be needed in both realms: alongside our still-expanding physical collection and on-site services, the costs of storing, preserving and making accessible the nation’s rapidly growing digital collection will continue to increase.
Finally, the past five years have seen continued and significant challenges to the budgets and operating models of libraries in general, and public libraries in particular, with cuts at local authority level affecting services across the UK. This period has also been one of innovation and refreshment in the relationship between the British Library and the public library system; the Living Knowledge Network, established in 2016, shares best practice and cultural offers across 22 city libraries and the National Libraries of Scotland and Wales, while the Business & IP Centre network now has 13 centres across England providing high impact, cost-effective business advice services. In 2013, the Public Lending Right, which provides payment to authors in return for loans of their work from public libraries, was incorporated into the Library. At a time of continuing change for libraries in both technology and operating models, our challenge is to find new ways for the British Library to play its traditional infrastructural role at the centre of the library system as a whole, across the public and academic sectors.

Growing Knowledge predicted correctly that by 2014 the British Library’s Grant in Aid would be at its lowest level in real terms since the Library’s inception. Since this time, we have managed year-on-year real terms reductions and further hard decisions about investment priorities lie ahead. We do not underestimate the scale of this challenge; but we face it, along with the other challenges identified above, with confidence in the case we can make to the public, Government, philanthropic donors and potential commercial partners for the value we build for the UK and the importance of the six purposes that guide us.

The British Library’s purposes

1 Custodianship
We build, curate and preserve the UK’s national collection of published, written and digital content

2 Research
We support and stimulate research of all kinds

3 Business
We help businesses to innovate and grow

4 Culture
We engage everyone with memorable cultural experiences

5 Learning
We inspire young people and learners of all ages

6 International
We work with partners around the world to advance knowledge and mutual understanding
We build, curate and preserve the UK’s national collection of published, written and digital content.

Custodianship

The National Newspaper Building, Boston Spa, West Yorkshire, home to over 750 million newspaper pages. Photo by Katie Betts.
This is our first and core purpose, the one on which all the others depend. Our founding Act exhorts us to be ‘comprehensive’, and unlike a museum collection, ours grows all the time, by very large volumes: each month, by some 0.7 kilometres of new physical items, and 15 new terabytes of digital content. Exact assessments of the current scale of the collection are hard to make: varying definitions of the word ‘item’ yield varying estimates of between 150 million and 200 million items, including books, journals, newspapers, patents, maps, prints, manuscripts, stamps, photographs, sound recordings, digital publications of all kinds and over 2 billion pages of UK web content. Everything we do at the Library is underpinned by our responsibilities as custodians of this extraordinary resource, guaranteeing access to it for future generations.

For these reasons, the fulfilment of this purpose is, and is set to remain, the single biggest claim on our resources. We depend upon, and nurture, a wide range of specialist skills: in ingest, cataloguing, metadata, preservation and conservation (both physical and digital), and the scholarly and curatorial expertise needed to understand, interpret and develop the diverse and complex collection we hold, increasingly deploying techniques of digital scholarship and conservation of a sophistication unthinkable even a decade ago. In many of these fields we have a de facto professional leadership role for the sector as a whole.

The years ahead are set to bring new challenges. If the last decade was dominated by our programme to save and transform the national newspaper collection, the next great preservation challenge will be saving the nation’s audio and recorded music collections. The British Library’s sound collection is growing by 4,000 recordings every month. Of the 42 different physical formats which hold our 6.5 million audio items, many will be unreadable within about 15 years through technical obsolescence, and unless action is taken, many precious recordings will be lost for ever.

Our clear and urgent goal is to digitise to preserve as much as possible of the nation’s rare and unique sound recordings, not just those in our collection but also key items from partner collections across the UK. In so doing, we aim to raise understanding, usage and public enjoyment of sound heritage more generally.

Another partnership – with the National Libraries of Scotland and Wales and the Libraries of the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge and Trinity College Dublin – lies at the heart of our single greatest endeavour in digital custodianship, the comprehensive collecting under Legal Deposit of the UK and Ireland’s output of born-digital content, including the archiving of the entire UK web. Started in April 2013, this has been a vital response to the digital transformation of knowledge and a journey that is reshaping what it means to be a national memory institution. Our challenges for the next phase of the project are to develop the scale and accessibility of this remarkable collection, and to ensure a proper level of investment in its future storage and preservation.

The Library’s physical collections occupy over 746km of linear shelving; our digital collections grow by 180 terabytes a year.
Research

We support and stimulate research of all kinds

Researchers using the British Library’s public spaces, 2014. Photo by Tony Antoniou
Research

We support and stimulate research of all kinds

A strong research base is vital to a healthy economy, and since its foundation the British Library has occupied a central position in the UK’s infrastructure of research and innovation. In fulfilling our purpose as the national research library we contribute directly to the innovation that drives economic growth, putting our collection, expertise and spaces at the service of anyone who wants to do research.

Our goal is to support the active creation of new knowledge in any field of human enquiry, across the sciences, social sciences, arts and humanities, as well as cross-disciplinary research that defies traditional boundaries. We believe that innovation can come from any source, and are as committed to the needs of citizen researchers and private individuals as we are to those of academics and career researchers.

Between now and 2023 we will evolve our spaces and services to keep pace with the changing needs of researchers. While protecting the unique spaces that our Reading Rooms offer and which provide an ideal environment for many, we will facilitate new ways of working. Just as many university libraries have transformed their spaces over the past five years, with new environments for collaborative or informal working, so we have begun to create new generations of research spaces such as the multimedia Newsroom in St Pancras. As demand grows, we will open up more varied study environments and ensure that our on-site services meet our users’ need for the widest possible range of content made easily and instantly available.

These changing researcher needs are felt most strongly in the digital space, and we will continue to develop the quality, simplicity and use-value of our online services. The re-brand of our document supply service as British Library On Demand marked the beginning of a programme of change whose ultimate goal is to unify all the Library’s online provision of content and information in a single, simple service proposition: ‘content from the British Library and its partners direct to your screen’.

Also set to evolve in the decade ahead are the ways in which libraries support the research community, across all disciplines. By the end of the next strategy period we intend that our engagement with research excellence in the UK will increasingly include active participation in the research process, harnessing the power of the data analytics revolution that is enabling researchers to use our digital collection at scale. This will mean building on the success of projects such as the Mellon Foundation-funded BL Labs, which stimulates innovative use of our digitised collection, and also opening new collaborative avenues through major partnerships such as the Alan Turing Institute.

Underpinning this ambition is the Library’s own capacity and strong track record in research and scholarly innovation as an independent research organisation. This is an aspect of our work we intend to develop still further in the years ahead, in close partnership with others: the stronger we are in our own research skills, the more effective we believe we will be in supporting UK research as a whole.

Our priorities for 2015–2023 to support our Research purpose are to:

- Ensure that the Library’s on-site facilities and Reading Room services keep pace with the changing needs of researchers
- Develop our remote access services to become a trusted and indispensable resource for fact finding, research and analysis for researchers everywhere
- Leverage the Library’s collection and expertise to drive innovation in large-scale data analytics, for the wider benefit of UK research
- Work with partners to increase the Library’s capacity as an independent research organisation

Our Reading Rooms in London and Boston Spa serve over 420,000 visits a year, with nearly 5.5m physical and online reference requests.
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We help businesses to innovate and grow
The Library’s commitment to supporting industry is enshrined in our founding Act. Our goal is to support innovation and economic growth across the UK through the provision of research, patents and advice to all forms of business from multinationals to SMEs, social enterprises and the creative industries.

Our document supply service has served UK industrial research and development for over four decades, and our Business & IP Centre at St Pancras provides advice, training and pro bono support for new and growing businesses, helping entrepreneurs, inventors and designers develop, protect and commercialise their ideas, and enabling social enterprises to increase their impact. Since its creation in 2006 it has helped to create over 5,000 businesses and 12,000 jobs generating £36 per £1 of public money invested.

Looking ahead, our key priority is to secure and grow our partnership with regional libraries that is bringing Business & IP Centres to major city centres beyond London. At the time of publication, the network stands at ten centres outside of London with a long term goal of reaching 20 by 2020 and three new city pilots due to commence in 2018/19.

The Business & IP Centre network has a remarkably diverse user base: 35% come from a BAME background and 59% are women.

Cities are at the heart of growth, and within a mile radius from our London building, in an area bounded by Bloomsbury, Euston, King’s Cross and St Pancras, is one of the greatest urban clusters of knowledge-based organisations and businesses in Europe, underpinned by world-class transport connectivity. This insight led to the creation of the Knowledge Quarter partnership, which was launched in 2014 by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Our challenge is to ensure that the Library’s own campus at the heart of the Quarter adapts to support this rapidly growing community of creative businesses, start-ups and knowledge-driven innovators, providing spaces and services that help these businesses to grow and achieve commercial success.

Our priorities for 2015 – 2023 to support our Business purpose are to:

- Work with partners to secure funding to grow the network of regional Business & IP Centres to a total of 20 UK city libraries
- Develop and open up our St Pancras campus to maximise its potential for knowledge exchange and innovation at the heart of the Knowledge Quarter.
Culture

We engage everyone with memorable cultural experiences

The Last Poets perform at Late at the Library: Superjam – 50 years of Radical Words, May 2018. Photo by Paul Hampartsouman
For many people, the Library’s cultural purpose is the aspect of its mission they value most highly. The inherent cultural and artistic value of the Library’s collection is beyond price – a vast compendium of the literary and intellectual arts of mankind, including countless items of exceptional rarity and beauty: rare books and maps; precious early photographs; unique sound recordings; the archives of literary, musical, political and scientific figures; and a manuscript collection containing probably the greatest surviving collection of medieval art in the country.

The role of those who shape our public programme and cultural engagement activities is to create events, experiences, talks, exhibitions and performances that interpret this collection in ways that reach, delight and engage the widest possible public. There is also an increasing role in supporting the creative industries to re-interpret content and data.

Our challenge in the decade ahead is to help even more people discover and enjoy the Library’s exhibition and events programme, and to be even more creative and diverse in the range of artistic experiences we commission and co-create. We want the Library to be a hub of ideas, debate, discussion, dialogue and experiment. In the short-term, we will be inventive and unpredictable in the use we make of our existing spaces and buildings; in the longer-term we will seek to raise support to expand and improve our galleries to allow us to show more of what we have, in better conditions, and in versatile spaces that let us do justice to our rapidly growing digital, audio and multimedia collections.

Equally important is sharing our collection and creativity with audiences across the UK and beyond. Our collecting remit means we hold unique content of relevance to almost every locality in the UK, from historic maps to more than two centuries of local newspapers. We know from the huge success of *Lindisfarne Gospels: Durham*, during the summer of 2013, how significant a loan from our collection can be when situated within a different geographical or cultural context or displayed with related material. And our Living Knowledge Network of 22 city libraries across the UK, together with the National Libraries of Scotland and Wales is at the heart of a growing programme of loans, collaborations and exhibitions, working with partners to reach audiences well beyond our sites in St Pancras and Boston Spa, West Yorkshire. We also look beyond the UK to ensure that audiences overseas have increasing opportunities to see and appreciate items from our collection, such as our ground-breaking, Treasury-funded series of touring exhibitions to China in 2017 and 2018.

The Library’s Living Knowledge Network has a combined audience of 13m people across the UK, attracting 44m visits a year.
Learning

We inspire young people and learners of all ages

Harry Potter: A History of Magic school’s day, January 2018. Photo by Richard Eaton
Learning
We inspire young people and learners of all ages

The Library and its collection have a potent and unique educational value for life-long learners as well as school students. At a time when people increasingly experience the world and acquire knowledge through digital screens, an encounter with an original handwritten document or primary source can have an almost magical power and aura.

We know the value of such experiences, and have sought in recent years to maximise the numbers of children and young people who are able to visit the Library in person for educational visits. An important part of our mission is to inspire the researchers of tomorrow, and we aim not just to tell stories but to encourage a spirit of questioning and enquiry.

Our learning mission extends beyond schools and those in formal education. We actively seek to engage with local communities. Our Learning pages are already the most used parts of our website, and though usually devised with the close support of teachers and educators, they frequently succeed in reaching people far beyond their target audience. For many of us, the desire and need to learn stretches throughout our lives, and the British Library is strongly placed to fulfil that need.

As we shape our learning priorities for the next decade, we will need to address issues of scale and resource in our on-site offer. Our reach to school students grew in 2014 to a record 32,826, but our ability to expand further is sharply constrained by the capacity and nature of our dedicated learning spaces – a purpose that was not seen as a priority when the building was first designed. Similarly, we have implemented a Family and Community programme which has generated strong demand from audiences and which we have ambitions to develop further. As part of our programme of improvement and transformation of our St Pancras estate, we will seek a step-change in our capacity to serve children, families and the local community.

In the online space, we will seek support to invest further in those parts of our site that deliver highest value to learners, including Discovering Literature, which presents selected digitised primary sources relating to key works of English literature. The site has already been a remarkable success story and our goal is to expand it to cover more of the canon of English literature and establish its profile and reputation as an indispensable resource for learners worldwide.

Our onsite programme for school students is nearly 33,000, and our online offer attracted over eight million visits.
We work with partners around the world to advance knowledge and mutual understanding.
The international community of libraries is a powerful and resilient network of institutions with shared values and missions. This is an ancient idea as well as a modern one: scholarship has always sought, sometimes against the odds, to reach across boundaries of language, politics, faith and geography. The digital era has delivered tools and platforms that are bringing this network together in compelling new ways. Initiatives such as Europeana and the Digital Public Library of America unite disparate collections across continents and nations, and similar projects are emerging in both developed and developing nations.

The British Library has a distinctive and important role to play alongside others in this global system. For reasons of history – cultural, imperial, mercantile – our collection is perhaps the most international of its kind anywhere in the world, with rare or unique items reflecting all major language groups and faith traditions. We have both growing opportunity and growing responsibility to use the potential of digital to increase access for people across the world to the intellectual heritage that we safeguard.

Amid the many calls on our international resources in the next strategic period, we will focus especially on those parts of the world where for historic reasons our collection is strongest, not least in South Asia, China and the Middle East. Our Memorandum of Understanding with the Indian Government set out a bold vision of collaboration which is yielding rich new digitised content and knowledge exchange between library and knowledge management professionals. Our partnership with the Qatar Foundation has now entered a third phase of work which has already delivered a vast and expanding resource of digitised primary sources relating to Gulf history and Arabic science.

Closer to home, our relationship with partners in continental Europe has deepened with our close involvement in Europeana’s 1914 – 1918 project, which movingly unites unique content from formerly combatant nations. In 2016, we began a collaboration with the Bibliotheque nationale de France to digitise 800 rare and exquisite illuminated medieval manuscripts. We will work closely with the national libraries of Europe both to meet public appetite for engagement with European culture, seen in the growing success of events such as European Literature Night, and to ensure that our shared collection plays a full role in the emerging global family of distributed digital libraries.

Finally, at a time when wars and civil emergencies have too frequently put archives and library collections at risk, the work we do, often with limited resources, to support fellow institutions during and after conflicts is becoming more urgent than ever – a global dimension of our professional leadership role. The Endangered Archives Programme, which we run with generous funding from the Arcadia Fund, has been running since 2004, and represents a model on which we hope to build for the future.

Our priorities for 2015–2023 to support our International purpose are to:

- Increase our engagement in those regions of the world, including South Asia and the Middle East, whose cultures and histories are reflected most strongly in the Library’s collection
- Take a professional leadership role in the national library network of Europe to contribute to the development of a global distributed digital library
- Grow our capacity to support other institutions whose collections are at risk from war or civil emergency.

The Endangered Archives Programme has supported 339 projects in 90 countries worldwide, resulting in 6.5 million images and 25,000 sound tracks being made available online.
Enabling the vision

Delivery of the prospectus set out above will require further change in the way we work and organise ourselves and in the business models we develop to deliver our purposes. Major efficiencies have already been achieved; many more will need to be found, and our fundraising activities and commercial services will continue to grow. Internally, the culture change begun some years ago is already improving our ability to collaborate and work effectively both within the organisation and with our external partners.

In the spirit of the ‘One British Library’ programme of staff consultation we conducted in 2013, we will continue to focus on simplification of our internal structures and processes, for the benefit of both internal and external stakeholders, and also the many partners and stakeholders who work with us. Where possible, the priorities identified above will form part of larger, longer-term programmes, including major transformation projects for our St Pancras and Boston Spa estates and our audience-facing digital offer.

Our staff are the heart and soul of all of this: it is their expertise and dedication that makes the future changes inevitable. Our new People Strategy, adopted last year, is founded on a new statement of the values that will guide us as an organisation through the coming years of change. For those inside and outside the Library, we want to be seen as a professional community who:

- Put users at the heart of everything we do
- Listen, innovate and adapt to a changing world
- Treat everyone with respect and compassion
- Embrace equality, fairness and diversity
- Act with openness and honesty
- Collaborate to do more than we could by ourselves

Supporting all of this is our commitment to accountability and transparency. Our Board supports strong governance for the Library’s executive leadership team, and has committed to an increased programme of Board paper publication. We also intend that the clear framework of purposes set out in this document will allow us to measure ourselves better, improving both our internal business planning and our accountability to the public whose funding and support makes the continued existence and success of this great institution possible.
"Living Knowledge sets out the British Library’s vision for its future development as it looks ahead to 2023, the year of its 50th anniversary as the national library of the United Kingdom. It explains how the Library delivers public value – in custodianship, research, business, culture, learning and international partnership – and fulfils its mission to make our intellectual heritage accessible to everyone, for research, inspiration and enjoyment."

Roly Keating
Chief Executive, British Library

www.bl.uk